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Jula seeks a more publicized Government
By JESS PITERS
Guardian AuocUto Writer
Student Government Election*
will be held Monday thvough
Thursday. Students will vote for
Government Chairer and representatives from each college of
Wright State.
The Chairer administers the
actions, and directs the policies
and budgets of Student Government.
THIS IS the second profile of
the three candidates running for
Student Government Chairer.
Glen Jula is a junior political
scicnce major in the college of
Liberal Arts.
He is a member of the
Affirmative Action Committee,
which deals with complaints
concerning discrepancies in job
descriptions, etc. He is involved
in local politics, and is precinct
leader of Harrison township. Jula
is also treasurer of The Wright
State chapter of Students for
Reagan.
JULA WAS instrumental in
having the fee difference of $5.00
dropped from the tuition schedule
between full and part-time stu-

dents. He is currently working on
the drop-add fee. Jula said that
be would like to see a freeze in the
tuition, "some sor" of detterenl
not to raise tuition."
Jula would like to see mote
student involvement in campus
politics. "II there is more student
input in regard to academic
council and the Board of Trustees, many changes could be
made," Jula stated.
He sees Student Government
as a "lobbying group for students." he also said that he
realizes there is a problem in that
"Student Government in the past
:«is attempted to do things and
failed, and of the past three
years. Terry Burns has been the
best so far."
'"WHEBE IS (he Student
Government?' students often
ask", comments Jula, "Students
don't know where to go."
Jula would like to see a more
publicized Student Government,
and suggests a "meet your
Representatives" type activity,
perhaps in Allyn Hall lounge, to
iet students know where to go
when they have problems in the
college itself.

Jula supports an increase in
student wages, stating that Ohio
universities do not have to meet
Federal ~age requirement*, only
those of the state legislature. Jula
stated that he believ-s that
students are being underpaid.
HE SUPPORTS a ten percent
cumulative phasedown every
quarter in the drop/add fee.
He would like to see something
done during summer quarter
about the parking situation.
Jula feels lie is qualified for the
office in that he is "active in
many political functions and
knows many key personnel. I
will also be living in the dorm
starting fall quarter and will be
accessible to students at any
time. Once a person is elected
to an office I feel he/she should
be on call 24 hours." Jula said.
"I FEEL I can make a big
contribution to Student Government in the form of my knowledge
and I would like to praise Terry
Bums; he did a stupendous job. 1
only question his lack of forcefulness. He did not want to make the
office appear as students against
administrators, that the office
should act as 8 neutral mediator

Guardian photo by Cathie* Vance
between the two. I would take a
more firm stand."
"Being Student Government
Chairer does take a certain touch,
a certain type of person able to
handle changes and work with the

administrators. You just can't put
any person in the office of chairer.
'just anybody' doesn't know how
to compromise, etc."
"1 have that touch. Terry and
myself both have this style",
commented Jula.

Candidates state positions as election nears
By JESS PETERS
Guardian Associate Writer
Monday marks the beginning
of the student Elections for
Government Chaiter and Representatives of the various coMeges
of WSU. The Chairer serves as
Representative at Large, while he

student representatives deal witn
the concerns of the particular
college they represent.
Candidates for Government
Chairer include Elwood B. Sanders. Bienda Walker, and Glen
Jula. Validated candidates for
College of Business Representative arc Andrew Walsh and

William Guess, candidates for the
College of Science and Engineering are Janet Buening and
Cathlee Vance. Philip Smith.
School of Medicine. Katie Hennessey. College of Liberal Arts.
ar.J David Page and Michael
Hall. Media Committee.
THERE WERE no petitions

Who says Friday classes are necessary?
By JAKE BLOOD
Guardian Associate Writer
Summer days are here again,
and to celebrate, the Inter Club
Council is promoting May 9 as
May Daze.
The yearly event, sponsored by
the various clubs and organizations at Wright State belonging to
the ICC, is set to kick off at 10
a m. Friday morning, May 9.
ROCK AND Country rock music will be performed until 5 that
afternoon. The music will be
provided by McGuffey Lane, the
Pickers, and Tom Ingham, a
guitar soloist.
The bands will perform in the C
lot located below the water tower.
The grassy knoll positioned directly below the water tower
serves as a natural amphitheater

for listening to summer music and
drinking summer win (or whatever).
Besides music, various university clubs and organizations will
be offering other forms of entertainment.
A KISSING booth is planned by
the Ski Club, u dunking booth by
Beta Phi Omega, a car smash, a
roulette wheel, a jail, and a
showdown card game are just a
few of the activities to be offered.
A keg of beer will be up for
grabs. The beer w>! be awarded
to the winner fo the Zeta Tau
Alpha basket ball shoot.
A bike is to be raffled off by the
Wright State Wheelchair sports
club.
WWSU IS going to do live
remotes periodically from their

btnth on location.
"We'll just be wild and crazy
and all that other alternative
stuff." Steve Andrews, general
manager of WWSU eiclaimed.
"If anybody is spctied wearing a
WWSU T-shirt by the D.J., they
will be eligible for a complementary album."
T-shirts with WWSU emblems
will 5>e sold at WWSU's booth as
well as the use of a button making
machine.
WWSU WILL also hold a raffle
for albums donated by The
Forest.
Food and b e v » j g e s will be
sold on C lot. Beer, (students are
ssked not to bring their own beer,
especially in glass bottles), soft
drinks, tacos. pizza, sloppy joes,
bratwurst, pretzels, polish saus-

submitted for Representative of
the Schools of Nursing. Education. and Gtatlutte Studies.
For Liberal Arts: KATIE HEN^
NESSEY
Katie Hennessey is a junior
Political Science major in the
College of Liberal Arts. She has
served as chairman of the Student

roittee of Student Government,
and has also served on University
has also served on University
Admissions
Committee.
the
Sj-ace Planning Committee, and
was. in the past a moderator in
the Dudley Kircher/Tony Hall
(See 'WSU' page 2)

Annual May Daze
celebration is nearing
age and all forms of other food
stuffs.

"We've always had a fabulous
turnout." Jim Martinez, vicechairer of the ICC said. "Every-

one comes out, particulary if it's a
good day."
IF BY chance. May 9 is not a
good day. May IS has been set
aside for » rain day.

friday •
weather
Clear and sunny today and Saturday. Lows will oe in the mid to
upper 40's. and highs near 70, with a 10 percent chancfc of rain
both days.

thought
"I believe that society is divided up in two sections, the
miserable and the horrible. The horrible are the crippled and the
blind and the miserable are the rest of u s . "
Woody Allen — from Annie Hal;
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Star Wars, Part II provides increased
character development
By MATT KENEDY
Guardian Staff Writer

Four years ago in a place noi
loo far away, "Star Wars," a
major bo* office hit, was released. Now. around May 21, "The
Empire Strikes Back (Star Wars
ID" will be seen in theaters.
But for those of you who don't
want to wait another month to
find out about the exploits of Luke
Skywa'ker, Princess Leia. Hans
Solo, and Darth Vader. yoj can
read it all in the just released
novel Star [The Empire Srikes
Back1 Warj,
THE EMPIRE Strikes Back was
written by Donald Glut, based on
a story by George Lucas (creator/
director of "Star Wars" and
producer of the "Empire Strikes

Back") from the continuing adventures of Luke Skywalket.
The ?14 page. $2.95 novel
follows what I term the same
"Lucasian" style of writing established in the first "Star Wars"
novel, a style that captured all the
fire and energy of the movie.
The Empire Strikes Back takes
place three years after the
destruction of the Death Star.
Luke, now a commander, is still
with the rebel alliance, establishing a rebel base on the ice world
iloth.
WHEN THE BASE is discovered by the Empire, in the form of
Darth Vader, Luke. Lei*, See
Threepio, Artoo Detoo, and Hans
with his Wookie sidekick Chewbacca must flee the planet,
chased by the Empire.

TTieir chase leads them through
an asteroid field, to the floating
city of Baspin, and the swampcovered world of Dagobah.
The Force plnys a more important part in this story than it did in
"Star Wars". Luke begins to
truly develop and mature in the
ways of the Force with ihe help of
a Jedi master named Hoda.
OF COURSE WHAT happens
to Luke is almost a sidebar to the
adventures of Leia and ilans as
they run into characters like:
Landa Cairissian, governor of the
floating city of Baspin and former
owner of the Millenium Falccn;
Boba Fett, a bounty hunter
dressed in the armor of a
shocktrooper from the
clone
wars; and Lord Darth Vader.
What makes this story truly

different from Star Wars, is the
increased character development
One can ice greater depth aud
understanding in these characters.
The Empire Strikes Back is also
original in its ideas. There are no
exploding spocestatkms. no bar
rcom brawls, no sandcrawlers, no
sandpeopie.
THE EMPIRE Strikes Beck
seems intricately connected with
Luke. Leia, and Hans, finally
giving the fan1, an answer to the
triangle between them.
But Vader has not been forgotten either, having a much increased role in the Empire. There
is even the possibility of seeing
him without his helmet.
The Empire Strikes Back is an
excellent, creative sequel to Star

Wars.
It may not have tne
explosive ending of the Death
Star, but still is an admirable
followup.

THE EMPIRE Strikes Back
does ieavo an inescapable opening (almost »>ig enough to p;k>t s
battle cruiser through) fo' "Star
Wars HI." The ending leaves us
unsure of the fate of Hans Solo,
acd with a surprising statemer:*
concerning Luke's past.
Also there is a hint mentioned
that there is another who, like
Luke, can use the Force against
the empire.
"The Empire Strikes Back"
promises to be a good movie to
sec for this summer, and The
Empi/e Strikes Back isn't a bad
book either.

WSU liberal arts shouldn't be cut, says candidate
\continued from page /)
debate.
OF HER prospective role in
Student Government Hennessey
"Would like to see more student
representation on Academic
Council, and make sure that
funds for certain liberal arts
programs arc not cut. for instance
the Model United Nations program".
"li elected, 1 would like to meet

with the student, and make
myself known. I would continue
with the Liberal Arts sub-caucus
and make it more effective."
When asked to comment on the
changc in the hours schedule in
the College of Liberal Arts,
Hennessey stated, "I think the
business of the change from three
to four hours Is a welcome changc
and will be to the student's
benefit. In the long run, students
will get a better education this

way.
HENNESSEY SAID that the
current Government could have
beer, better in that they took a
long time in appointing people to
committees. "At the beginning of
the year public relations were
very good, then it seemed to have
died off. This year's government
was better at keeping office hours
than previous governments, however."
"I think I have more experience

LETS ALL BECOME AWAKi; OF REYE'S SYNDROME
The Flu season, or various symptoms i d e n t i f i e d as Flu. i s upon
us in f u l l f o r c e .

The Flu i s a v i r a l disease and, as such, warrants

our special a t t e n t i o n because a very f a t a l c h i l d r e n ' s d i s e a s e , known
as Reyc's (pronounced r i s e ) Syndrome, i s a s s o c i a t e d with v i r a l infections.

Reye's Syndrome, which has a m o r t a l i t y r a t e of over 407..

a f f e c t s c h i l d r e n , and a l s o can follow i n f e c t i o n caused by chicken

than any other candidate, and am
reaily interested. Student Government can accomplish things,
it can work with the administration and the students".
"You have to work for the
students as a whole, you don't
want to get caught up with
interest groups".
FOB COLLEGE of Business:
ANDREW WALSH
Andrew Walsh is a senior
Aceounting-Pre-Law major. He it
a member of the Honors Steering
Committee, and the only student
member of the Scholarship Subcommittee. He is a resident
assistant in the student resident
hall, and has had "quite a lot of
experience in supervising", he
has worked as r.ight auditor for a
major hotel in Cincinnati.
WALSH COMMENTED that
the most pressing needs today are
economic in nature and "Would
like to do anything ! can to keep
that in check".

Walsh stated that his main
qualification for office is that he
"has served on various committees in student development
and has some rapport with people
in influential positions. I have a
fairly good background in economics. I've worked with these
people before and feel that I could
g;t the job accomplished." "I
would like to see the feeling of
apathy changed, and to get more
people involved through a more
active student government, It's
like to make Student Government
more visible, more vocal."
"I've worked three years as
proctor to the Math 158 course,
an am known to many in the
college. 1 have a somewhat
influential voice, and leadership
qualities. 1 have a record of being
hard-working, and I would continue to do so to serve the
students of WSU."
(See WSU' pag* 4i
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pox. upper r e s p i r a t o r y i l l n e s s , and o t h e r v i r a l i n f e c t i o n s .
After the viral infection seemingly has run its course and the
child appears to have recovered, the following symptoms should be
treated as serious, and as th»> first indication of Reye's Syndrome.

DSXJTTER

Parents should watch for symptoms, in the following order:
.

FREQUENT VOMITING

.

I.T STLESSNESS

.

PERSONALITY CHANGE

education

(SUCH AS IRRITABILITY. C0M3AT1VENESS)
DISORIENTATION, CONFUSION
.

DELIRIUM, CONVULSIONS

Ear.y diagnosis of Reye's Syndrome is vitally important If

&

treatment is to be successful. The disease was considered to be
rare in years past, but the incidence seems to be increasing.
Further information about Reye's Syndrome can be obtained by
• 00 |
MnQ I

contacting:
NATIONAL REYE'S SYNDROME FOUNDATION
Dayton Area Chapter
309 Orchard Drive
Dayton, Ohio 45419
(513) 293-4660
(513)

298-3757

7 JO
*nd
JOHNCALV'N
£DpiE A18ERT

HELOOVER

*

BEING
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American Express
penalize you for grad
during a credit crisis
American Express hasn't changed its application qualifications for graduating students during the current credit crisis.
That's because the American Express* Card isn't a credit
card. It's a charge card. There's no revolving, open-end credit.
You are expected to pay your bell in full every month. S3 with the
Card, you don't get in over your head.
You use your head.
American Express is continuing its special application
plan for graduating students. If you have a $10,000 job (or the
promise of one) lined up, you can apply for an American Express
Card right now.
r 1
You'll need the Card for everything from business lunches
to vacations, from buying clothes to buying theatre tickets.
You'll have new responsibilities after graduation,
American Express Card will help you manage them.
To apply for a Card, just pick up an application • S S g j
at one of the displays on campus. Or you can call the toll- •
free number 800-528-8000,and ask foraspecial student application.
The American Express Card. Don't leave school without it.

Opinion
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Avoid apathy: vote
Monday is the first day to vote for representatives to Student
Government and Mediu Committee.
Students, as well as other nembers of the community, often
complain that Student Government doesn't seem to accomplish
anything. One reason for this is the selection of people who form the
Government.
Only people convinced of the viability of their office, and with
firm ideas of what to change, aad how to change it can make a
difference.
Student Government is not the Congress of the UoiCed States, or
even the General Assembly of the State of Ohio. The power
structure of the University does, however, give students the right to
voice their opinions through their representatives.
Now is the time for you to have your say.
Vote for a candidate who believes in what you believe in, and who
you feel can make a difference.
Student Government can only be as strong as the people who
form the group, and they can only be as strong as their constituents:
the students.
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the Editor—
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point of view
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WSU grade appeals 'confused'
|continued from page 2\
"STUDENT GOVERNMENT
should have a good ear. and in a
community like this should actively solicit any contributions the
students make, students are a
valuable resource."
"People tend to think of
Student Government as an important entity. If it is apathetic,
nothing will be done, you need
pood, positive, hard working,
goal-oriented people in Government,"
WILLIAM GUESS
WILLIAM GUESS is a junior
Management major. He is one of
the original members of the
Rolling Stock Company, and is a
member of the Society for Advancement
of
Management
ISAM).
"1 am most concerned about
the fact that people don't have a
good idea about what Student
Government docs It bothers me.
Student Government could do a
lot more if there is more input."
"I'd like to meet people, see
what they want, and to see how I
could best help them."
"I TH!NK the present Government has done a good job. I have
no complaints at all: it will be a
tough act to follow."
"i'd like to see controversies in
Kike Hall construction straightened out, for 'nr.tancc, I :hiri
the sprinkler system should be
installed now as a safety precaution."
"Student Government must
find out what the students want,
since a great majority of students
do not vote. Government needs to
be an active spokesman for the
student body. Student Government needs concerned people,
serious in wanting to do the job
for the student body. Student
Government docs accomplish a
;reat deal with members that
really care, that give a complete
effort."
"I CARE about people, ! care
about what people think. I can
give them a full time representative in the School of Business. I'll

work hard and do what they
want."
Foi College of Science and
Engineering JANET BUENING
JANET BUENING is a senior
Geology major in the College of
Science and Engineering. She is a
member of Sigma Gamma Epsi
Ion, the Geology club, and is on
the Judiciary Review Board of the
Residence Hall. She is active in
band and is a resident of
Hamilton Hall.
Buening would "basically like
to get more input from the
students, the students should
hear more about Student Government."
"This year's Government has
done a good job, I woud have no
immediate plans for change."
"STUDENT GOVERNMENT
should get a lot of student input
and get involved in the running of
the University. Student Government takes a person who is going
to go out and get students
involved."
"i have time to put in the office
and when people come to me wit.'i
gripes 1 would try to do something
about it."
CATHLEE VANCE
CATHLEE VANCE is a sophomore listed as a Medical Technology major, however, "this is
not of my choosing" stated
Vanct;.
"I've tried to get this changed
several times and all 1 get is ro"
tape. I'd like to infiltrate the
system and change it from
within."
Vance works on the Appeals
Board, holds an administrative
job in Research Services, and is
Staff Photographs for the Daily
Guardian.
VANCE WOULD like to "work
on grad- appeals; the channels
are so confused right now. The
majority of students don't knowwhere to go."
"I'd like to get the drop/add
fee changed. I know it doesn't
take that much paper work. I
think of it as a penalization. I

don't think we should be charged
to drop a course that we have paid
for already."
"My first year I was bored
here, there was nothing to do, I'd
like to see more people involved.
The power we have lies in the
students. If the l'.OOO plus
students are involved, they have
much more power than five or si*
administrators. So few people get
involved."
"I THINK this year's Government didn't get much attention.
I'm really pleased to see the
Consortium, you can really increase the student power base. If
you can get people at the
University of Cincinnati, the
University of Dayton. Sinclair,
and Miami University involved,
you have a lot of student power."
"Power doesn't lie in the
Administration, or the Legislature. but in the students, but
students arc i/onr.ant."
"Being Staff Photographer for
the Guardian. I've covered Student Government meetings, I've
talked to many people and know
how the system works."
"J KNCW a 'ot of faculty and
administiators. I know who to go
to in order to get things done."
"1 wan! to get involved. 1 see
how this University runs. I see the
apathy of the student body and I
want to change that. I have a lot
of energy, I think 1 can get things
done "
"Student Government should
organize the students, get out and
talk to ther.i. and let the students
know that they have the power;
alleviate their feelings of helplessness: let the students know
that they can do things."
"I THINK that the people that
should be elected are ;he ores
that aren't running for persona!
power, but that they arc interested in helping the students."
"The position is a servant one
for the students to know their
ideas are being taken seriously. It
takes a certain meshing of
personalities to work in Government."
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Vicious attack
To the Editor:
I found it very disturbing that a
respected member of he University Community saw it necessary
to unleash a vicious personal
attack in order to make a point.
I am refering(sic) of course to
Dr. Jim Walker's maligning of
Chip Swindler. Why an articulate
Ph.D. such as Dr. Walker felt
compelled to revert to slanderous
tactics is beyojid me.
The points which Dr. Walker
attempted to make were valid.
Yet who could deem them credible after reading the manner in
which they were presented"
The arguments made by both
Mr. Swindler and Df. Walker are
basically value judgments which
could he debaled endlessly.
And issues such as these
should be debated, however they
should be done so in a civil, open
minded way that furthers a
university's quest for knowledge
and truth. Not by way of personal
degredation.
Mr. Swindler has served this
University in a variety of positions
and with dedication matched by
very few. He deserves more than
to be personally maligned for his
stance on a particular issue.
Dr. Walker, if your point is
valid it can be made objectively. I
sincerely believe you owe Mr.
Swindlrr and apology.
Mike Buck

WSU parking
To the Editor:
One positive sign of reinvigoration within our university community is that parking has once
again regained its rightful place
of prominence among the issues
regularly featured in The Daily
Guardian.
No longer, though, do those
articles expose practices of nepotism or arbitrary enforcement;
rather we now read of opinions
expressed by the consumers of
parking services in a survey
conducted by the Parkiiig Services Committee, or of the
Parking Services Committee's
decision not to increase parking
rates for next year, or of the
Parking Services Committee's
desire to enhance the attractiveness of the K lot as a parking
alternative. or of Ihe Committee's
(sometimes heated) discussions
of issues related to B and F
parking privileges.
No longer does the community
concern itselY with operational
matters; attention is now focused
on policy debate. From my
vantage point, this debste is both
fitting and proper within «n
organization attempting tc model
decision-making processes for
society.

lofty thoughts? I hope so -- As
a manager responsible for delivering an environmental system
at Wright State University, this
debate, this focus on the issues, is
of immeasurable assistance to me
in providing a quality environment appropriate for our needs.
I want to comment on some of
the issues presented in recent
numbers of The Daily Gtuirdian in
hope that the knowledge available
to me will assist readers in
evaluating the services they receive.
Many persons assume that the
solution to our parking problem is
to create more parking, ignoring
the restrictions wt face in terms
of the environment, economic
realities, ar.d the simple truth
that we already have enough
parking spaces on campus even
for the most demanding circumstances.
I'm reminded of the answer
Samuel Gompers gave when
asked what orgnnized labor really
wanted: "Morel"
During the Fail Quarter of
1979, record enrollments brought
more persons to campus than
ever before, despite the fact that
constructions limit lines had
already been established for Rike
Hall and for the Center for
Ambulatory Care, diminishing
the supply of parking spaces on
the campus core by a determinate
number.
Many more persons came to
campus during the first two
weeks of the fall quarter than at
any other time of the year;
parents accompanied tiieir sons
and daughters; students came to
school early to transact business;
faculty worked extra hard to have
syllabi, lectures, and class material ready for the quarter.
We parked every one of those
cars in existing lots, approximately 1,000 of them in K L*it. W?
added a second shuttle bus
during pc«k traffic periods.
I am certain that many of our
parking spaces are not located
where we wish them; but I am not
certain we are wise to acquire
more of a good when we already
have enough
The cost of asphalt, a petroleum based product, tias risen as
dramatically as the price of
gasoline recently.
Adding to asphalt the increased
costs of earth moving, drainage,
transportation, and rock yields a
capital cost per space in a parking
lot of $221, before one considers
the costs of lighting, operating,
and maintaining a parking facilityThe economics
of parking
structures are even more gtim,
currently requiring a capital
investment of $3,251 per space in
a pre-cas* structure, or 14.699 per
space in a poured concrete
structure.
. Assuming an interest rate of 10
percent and a term of thirty years
on the cheaper building, the
University would have to recover
$28.74 per space per months just

to service its capital debt.
Given our awareness of energy
and the environment. 1 aia
puzzled by t h ' assertion that we
should build monuments to the
automobile, which in its present
form may have a useful life of
only a few more years.
Parking surfaces aggravate the
environment by eliminating gieen
space, by absorbing heat, by
reducing infiltration and percolation of water into the subsurface
sysiem. by increasing run-off and
erosion, and by being impossible
to develop aesthetically.
I believe educators have become marketers, while students
have become consumers (with
respect to parting, faculty and
staff are also consumers), of
educational programs. The educators believes the better the
parking arrangement, the more
students will enroll in his/her
program. The student believes
that a decal purchased should
guarantee him/her a parking
space near the campus core.
I doubt that many rational
educational decisions have been
made based on the availability of
parking; further, the geography
of the campus core absolutely
limits the number of spaces
available, assuming one views the
playing fields and woods as
sacred. One student's response to
the survey tickled me, suggesting

that all parking be provided in
K lot.
Many faculty and staff (together with some students) believe
parking should be a 'free" good,
a fringe benefit, a right stemmi •> from employment or attct ance. I wonder whether this
attitude prevails among workers
downtown, who pay $40 and up
per month for park;ng.
Parking at Wright State University is budgeted as an auxiliary
enterprise, meaning that the
budgetary goal of Parking Services is to break even. Income
from decals, violations, and parking meters must at least equal
expenditures on office staff and
operations, enforcement, maintenance, and improvements:
1979-80 PARKING SERVICES
SOURCES AND USES
OF FUNDS
Sources (Estimated):
Decals
$392,200
Meters
26,428
3d & Murray fares
8,002
Fines
27.208
Capital
57.224
1979-80 Improvements Fund
78.383
Major Maintenance
8,000
Reserves
Total Sources
597,465
Uses:
Wages & benefits

115.678

Supplies
3.000
Travel
101.674
(includes shuttle buses)
Communications
91,000
Maintenance
78,367
Office space rental
1.972
Miscellaneous
2.530
Indirect costs
43.209
Data processing
10.000
Improvements:
K Lot shelter
K Lot lights
Pave K Lot road
Seal roads
Seal Allyn " C " iot
Repair Allyn lights
Surface Bio lot

$2J,000
7.9S5
$32,112
9.S65
25.250
8.000
38,000
143,882
Total Uses
591.312
Improvements fund balance
$6,153
Those who believe parking
should be "free" must understand that the costs associated
with the good must be born by the
institution whether one purchases
a decal directly, pays higher fees,
receives lower wages, or operates
a progra'.n on a lower budget.
1 believe direct accounting is
best
Those who believe the adminstration manipulates parking policy should attend Parking Services Committee meetings. I
(See 'PARKING' page 7)

Panasonic

The Affordable Portable
Ifs great in the classroom or the office.
Or anywhere you go.

$29.88
RQ-2108 Panasonic AC/battery
portable cassette recorder
• One-Touch recording • All-pushbutton
• operation: playback, fast forward, rewind,
tape eject • Auto-Stop • 3" PM speaker
• Built-in condenser mic • Easy-Matic
recording • Separate volume and tone
controls • Included AC cord • Operates on
4 "C" batteries (not included)
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Opinion
V.
Avoid apathy: vote
Monday is the first day to vote for representatives to Student
Government and Media Committee.
Students, as well as other members of tlie community, often
complain that Student Government doesn't seem to accomplish
anything. One reason for this is the selection of people who form the
Government.
Only people convinced of the viability of their office, and with
firm ideas of what to change, and how to change it can make a
difference.
Student Government is not the Cougress of the United States, or
even the General Assembly of the State of Ohio. The power
structure of the University does, however, give students the right lo
voice their opinions through their representatives.
Now is the time for you to have your sty.
Vote for a candidate who believes in what you believe in, and who
you feel can make a difference.
Student Government can only be as strong as the people who
form the group, and they can only be as strong as their constituents:
the students.
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WSUgrade appeals 'confused'
|continued from page 2]
"STUDENT GOVERNMENT
should have a good ear, and in a
community like this should actively solicit any contributions the
students make, students are a
valuable resource."
"People tend to think of
Student Government as an important entity. If it is apathetic,
nothing will be done, you need
good, positive, hard working,
goal-oriented people in Government."
WILLIAM GUESS
WILLIAM GUESS is a junior
Management major. He is one of
the original members of the
Rolling Stock Company, and is a
member of the Society for Advancement
of
Management
(SAM).
"I am most concerned about
the fact that people don't have a
good idea about what Student
Government dues. It bothers me
Student Government could do a
let more if there is more input."
' ;M like tc meet people, see
what they warn, and to sec how I
could best help them."
"I THINK the present Government has done a good job. I have
no complaints a! all: it will be a
tough act to foliow . "
"I'd like to see controversies in
Rikc Hal' construction straightened out, for instance. I think
the sprinkler system should be
installed now as a safely precaution."
"Student Government must
find out what the students want,
since s great majority of students
do not vote. Government needs to
be an active spokesman for the
student body. Student Government needs concerned people,
serious in wanting to do the job
for the student body. Student
Government does accomplish a
great deal with members that
really care, that give a complete
effort."
"I CARE about people. I care
about what people think. I can
give them a full time representative in the School of Business. I'll

work hard and do what they
want."
For College of Science and
Engineering JANET BUEtfING
JANET BUENING is a senior
Geology major in the College of
Science and Engineering. She is *
member of Sigma Gamma Epsi
Ion, the Geology club, and is on
the Judiciary Review Boaid of the
Residence Hall. She is active in
band and is a resident of
Hamilton Hall.
Buening would "basically like
to get more input from the
students, the students should
hear more about Student Government."
"This year's Government has
done a good job. I woud have no
immediate plans for change."
"STUDENT GOVERNMENT
should get a let of student input
and get involved in the running of
the University. Studeut Government tc.kes a person who is going
to go cut and get students
involved."
1 have time to put in the office
and when people come to me with
gripes I would try to dn something
about it."
CATHLEE VANCF
CATHLEE VANCE is a sophomore listed as a Medical Technology major, however, "this is
not of my choosing" stated
Vanc^.
"I've tried to get this changed
several times and all I get is red
tape. I'd like to infiltrate the
system and change it from
within."
Vance works on the Appeals
Board, holds an administrative
job in Research Services, and is
Staff Photographer for the Daily
Guardian.
VANCE WOULD like to "work
on grade appeals: ihe channels
are so confused right now. The
majority of students don't know
where to go."
"I'd like io get the drop/add
fee changed. I know it doesn't
take that much paper work. I
think of it as a penalization. I

don't think we should be charged
to drop a course that we have paid
for already."
"My first year I was bored
here, there was nothing to do. I'd
like to see more people involved.
The power we have lies in the
students. If the 14,000 plus
students are involved, they have
much more power than five or si*
administrators. So few people get
involved."
"I THINK this year's Government didn't get much attention.
I'm really pleased to see the
Consortium, you can really increase the student power base. If
you can get people at the
University of Cincinnati, the
University of Dayton. Sinclair,
and Miami University involved,
you have a lot of student power."
"Power doesn't lie in the
Administration, or the Legislature. but in the students, bui
students are dormant."
"Being Staff Photographer for
the Guardian. I've covered Student Government meetings. I've
talked to many people and know
how the system works."
"I KNOW a lot of faculty and
administrators. I know who to go
to in order to get things done."
"I want to get involved. I see
how this University runs. I see the
apathy of the student body and I
want to change that. 1 have a lot
of energy, I think I can get things
done."
"Student Government should
organize the students, get out asd
talk to them, and let the students
know that they have the »>owcr;
alleviate their feelings -jf helplessness: let the students know
thct they can do things."
"I THINK that the people that
should be elected ate the ones
that aren't running for personal
power, but that they are interested in helping the students."
"The position is a servant one
for the students to know their
ideas are being taken seriously. It
takes a certain meshing of
personalities to work in Government."

r
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To the Editor

\
Vicious attack
To the Editor:
1 found it very disturbing that a
respccted member of he University Community saw it necessary
to unleash a vicious personal
attack ;n order to make a point.
! am refering(sic) of course to
Dr. Jim Walker's maligning of
Chip Swindler. Why an articulate
Ph.D. such as Dr. Walker felt
compelled to revert to slanderous
tactics is beyond me.
The points which Dr. Walker
attempted to maie were valid.
Yet who could deem them credible after reading the manner in
which they were presented?
The arguments made by both
Mr. Swindler and Dr. Walker are
basically value judgments which
could be debated endlessly.
And issues such as these
should be debated, however they
should be done so in a civil, open
minded way that furthers a
university's quest for knowledge
and truth. Not by way of personal
degredation
Mr. Swindler has served this
University in a variety of positions
and with dedication matched by
very few. He deserves more than
to be personally maligned for his
stance on a particular issue.
Dr. Walker, if your point is
valid it can be made objectively. I
sincerely believe you owe Mr.
Swindler and apology.
Mike Buck

WSU parking
To the Editor:
One positive sign of reinvigoration within our university community is th»;< pirking has once
again regained its rightful place
of prominence among the issues
regularly featured in The Daily
Guardian.
No longer, though, do those
articles expose practices of nepotism or arbitrary enforcement;
rather we now read of opinions
expressed by the consumers of
parking services in a survey
conducted by the Parking Services Committee, or of the
Parking Services Committee's
decision not to increase parking
rates for next year, or of the
Parking Services Committee's
desire to enhance the ittractiveness of the K I n as a parking
alternative, or of the Committee's
(sometimes heated) discussions
of issues related to B and F
parking privileges.
No longer does the community
concern itself with operational
matters; attention is now foe-use J
on policy debate. From my
vantage point, this debate is both
fitting and proper within an
organization attempting to model
decision-making processes for
society.

Lofty thoughts? I hope so - As
a manager responsible for delivering an environmental system
'• Wright State University, this
debate, this focus on the issiies, is
of immeasurable assistance to me
in providing a quality environment appropriete for our needs.
I want to comment on some of
the issues presented in recent
numbers of The Daily Gwirdiar. in
hope 'hat the knowledge available
to me wiJl assist readers in
evaluating the services they re
csive.
Many persons assume that the
solution So our parking problem is
to create more parking, ignoring
the restrictions we face in terms
of the environment, economic
realities, am! the simple truth
that we already have enough
parking spaces on campus even
for the most demanding circumstances.
I'm reminded of the answer
Samuel Gompers gave when
asked what organized labor really
wanted: "More!"
During the Fall Quarter of
1979. record enrollments brought
more persons to campus than
ever before, despite the fact that
constructions limit lines had
already been established for Rike
Hal! and for the Center for
Ambulatory Care, diminishing
the supply of parking spaces on
the campus core by a determinate
number.
Many more persons came to
campus during the first two
weeks of the fall quarter than at
any other time of the year;
parents accompanied their sons
and daughters; students came to
school early to transact business;
faculty worked extra hard to have
syllabi, lectures, and class material ready for the quarter.
We parked every one of those
cars in existing lots, approximately 1,000 of them in K Lot. We
added a second shuttle bus
during peak traffic pe.-iods.
I am certain that many of our
parking spaces are not located
where we wish them; but I am not
certain we are wise to acquire
more of a good when we already
have enough.
The cost of asphalt, a petroleum based product, has risen as
dramatically as the price of
gasoline recently.
Adding to asphalt the increased
costs of earth moving, drainage,
transportation, and rock yields a
capital cost per spacv in a parking
lot of $221. before one considets
the costs of lighting, operating,
and maintaining a parking facilityThe economics
of parking
structures are even more grim,
currently requiring a capital
investment of $3,251 per space in
a pre-cast structure, or $4,699 per
space in a poured concrete
structure.
Assuming an interest rate of 10
percent and a term of thirty years
on the cheaper building, the
University would have to recover
$28.74 per space per months just

to service its capital debt.
Given our awareness of energy
and the environment. I am
puzzled by the assertion that we
should build monuments to the
automobile, which in its present
form may have a useful life of
oniy a few more years.
Perking surfaces uggra.aie the
environment by eliminating green
space, by absorbing heat by
reducing infiltration and percolation of water into the subsurface
system, by increasing run-off and
erosion, and by being impossible
to develop aesthetically.
I believe educators have become marketers, while students
have become consumers (with
respect to parking, faculty and
staff are also consumers), of
educational programs. The educators believes the better the
parking arrangement, the more
students will enroll in his/her
program. The student believes
that a decal purchased should
guarantee him/her a parking
space near the campus core.
I doubt that many rational
educational decisions have been
made based on the availability of
parking; further, the geography
of the campus core absolutely
limits the number of spaces
available, assuming one views the
playing fields and woods as
sacred. One student's response to
the survey tickled me. suggesting

that all parking be provided in the
K lot.
Many faculty and staff (together with some students) believe
parking should be a " f r e e " good,
a fringe benefit, a right stemmi i from employment or at•ei ance. 1 wonder whether this
attitude prevails among workers
downtown, who pay $40 and up
per month for parking.
Parking at Wright State University is budgeted as an auxiliary
enterprise, meaning that the
budgetary goal of Parking Services is to break even. Income
from decals. violations, and parking meters must at least equal
expenditures on office staff and
operations, enforcement, maintenance. and improvements:
1979-80 PARKING SERVICES
SOURCES AND USES
OF FUNDS
Sources (Estimated).
Decals
$392,200
Meters
26.428
3d & Murray fares
8,002
Fines
27,208
Capital
57.224
1979-80 Improvements Fund
78,383
Major Maintenance
8,000
Reserves
Total Sources
597,465
Uses:
Wages & benefits

1 IS.678

Supplies
3.000
Travel
101.674
(includes shuttle buses)
Communications
91.000
Maintenance
78.367
Office space rental
1.972
Miscellaneous
2.530
Indirect costs
43,209
Data processing
10,000
Improvements:
K Lot shelter
K Lot lights
Pave K Lot road
Seal roads
Seal Allyn " C " lot
Repair Allyn lights
Surface Bio lot

$23,000
7,955
$32,112
9,565
25,250
8,000
38.000
143.882
Total Uses
591,312
Improvements fund balance
$6,153

Those who believe parking
s!iould be " f r e e " must understand that the costs associated
with the good must be born by the
institution whether one purchases
a decal directly, pays higher fees,
receives lower wages, or operates
a program on a iower budget.
1 believe direct accounting is
best.
Those who believe the adminstration manipulates parking policy should attend Patking Services Committee meetings. 1
(Sec 'PARKING' page 7|
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Classifieds

wanted

for sale
WHERE ELSE can you
party with 14.000 other people? No where bet May Daze
1980. Beer, food, music and
fun by the water tower May 9
(Rsindate May 16). Partyl (No
bottles or cans allowed;

FOR SALE: 1971 VW Superbeetle in good condition, asking $900. Phone 252-5806 4-21
SCUBA GEAR: 2 tanks. 2
regulators, assorted otherequipment. Prices reasonable.
Contact
Mike Thompson,
phone 298-4527. mailbox J 129
PANASONIC STEREO 8 track
player/recorder deck model
RS808. twin level meters,
lockable pause controlled program indicator, locking fastforward. digital time counter,
LN. retails for $115. will sell
for $85. 294-4564 or Box
1)202
4-9
FOR SALE. 68 Chevy Belair
station wagon - good running,
good engine. AM radio, decent recaps. $125or best offer.
Must sell...call 252-0057.
BOOKS for Sale McDonald.
7he Language of Argument
(1975)
Liebert & Speigler. Personality Strategies it Issues
(1978)
ChrisJenson, Challenge <t He
vision: Political Issues (1976)
Sargent, Contemporary Political Ideologies (1978)
Swokowski, Calculu, with Analytic Geometry (1975)
Price negotiable, call 2787601, ask for Gary, or leave
note in H300.
FOR SALE: 1974 VW 7 pass
bus $2850 Ex. cond. call
845-1830. Before 7:00 or leave
message in mailbox E 166.
FOUND: black cat 4th floor
Millett 4-7-80 owner caH Lori
299-3958.
DIVING EQUIPMENT: white
stag Viiach, double stitched,
wet suit with hood, boots and
gloves included. Travel bag
and hangar free with wet suit
set. 590 for set."Call 298-4111.
FOR SALE - Desk, all wood.
42" X 24" size '.op 4 large
drawers. Not fancy but excellent for a student. Reasonable
price, must sell before I
graduate in June. Leave note
in mailbox E-508 or call
879-3831.
1974 VOLKWAGEN paswagon ex. cond. $2850 call
845-1830 before 7 p.m or leave
message in Millett Box E 661

FOR SALE: 4 paperbacks for
PLS 513. Very good condition.
All 4 for $10.00, or sell
separate. Call Trent 885-5527.
Come Rock and Roll with
ILL0210N "Live Band" on
Friday, April 11 in the U.C.
Cafeteria from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Ice cold beer Presale tickets
$1.00 at the Hollow Tree in the
U.C. lobby Mon. April 7 •
Friday. April 11 from 10 a nt.
to 2 p.m. $1.50 at the door.
WHIPPET SALE $3 90 a box.
as low as $2.90 each. V/hippet
Specialists are at The Headquarters, 129 S. Main, New
Carlisle, 845-9357. Open every
day.
HIKING BOOTS, Raichle
C-1170's. Heavy duty mountaineering boots, men's size
10. Very low mileage. Only
$55.00
Reply to phone #
253-6835.
SMALL HANDMADE Mexican guitar. Gilb. beautiful
sound, $75.00 - Call 382-4903
after 4pm or leave note in
B 24.
CAR PARTS, for sale, many
new. 71 Chevy Malibii. Call
429-2584.
TYPING/Notary Service. IBM
corrc-cting s~lectric. Will type
term papers, resumes, thesis.
85 cents per page on up. Call
878-0212 after 5. anytime
weekends. 4-2®
FOR SALE: lnt 1 Scout; 304
V8. 4-whecl drive; radial tires;
good condition, $2000. 1-8847471 or 1-884-5176.2-6
FOR SALE: 3 pair of men's
pants. 1 pair gray dress pants
W32 long, complete with belt.
1 pair black dress pants W32
long. 1 pour .yrangler jeans. 32
x 34. All three pairs have
never been worn. Call Dave at
879-1826. Reasonably priced.

for rent
HOUSE TO SHARE - U.D
area, private furnished single
room. Washer, female only.
$100 a month pays til. Call
294 3090 -venings.

ATTENTION: One half of two
bedroom apt. for rent at
Bjnnie Villa Apts. $117.50 a
month and utilities male or
female call 429-9923 evenings
or weekends. James F. Mattson.

Guardian classified «d* are
free to Wright State Unfveralty
student* and ten cents per
word for all other*. All free ads
will appear a maximum at two
times nnle** resubmitted.
Forms may be obtained at the
(iuerduiti office, 046 Unl-

LOOKJNG FOR A roommate
attendant for Fall quarter.
Would like to know at least bv
August 20th. 1980. For contact
ph. 879-7642. Address • 132
W. Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.
Apt. 4. Mr. Clarence D.
demons. Would like contact
to begin immediately.
WANTED: fastpitch Softball
players for WSU club-no
experience necessary. Contact
Dan Quinn at 274-5569 or
Allyn Mailbox H 122, or Ken
Knight. PE dept. Practice 10
a.m. Saturdays WSU field #2..
ROOMMATE WANTED to
share a large. 2-bedroom
house in Yellow Springs. Rent
is 130/mo. plus utilities. On
bus line. Call x2550 before
5.-00.
3-25
ROOMMATE Wanted:Male
or female to move in in April.
To live at Bonnie Villa Apts.
Call at night 429-0093.
WANTED: Opel GT service
manual. '73 preferred. Top
dollar paid if in good condition. Call Dave 898-9848.
FOR SALE- Two guitar
speaker cabinets good condition and very cheap. 434-1438
orS-231.

lost
LOST: two badly needed textbooks: "Technical Aspects of
Data Communications" and
"Database Processing". It
found, please '.eave message
in Box G329 or phone 372-9198

personals
MAY DAZE is coining! May
9, 1980, (raindate May 16).
from 10»m - 5pm under the
water tower. Come party with
McGuffey Lane. The Pickers,
Jim Webb, and Tom Ingham.
Beer. Food and lots of run I
CONGRATULATIONS to the
Ski Clubs new 1980-81 officers. Good luck and besi
wishes to: Bill Wallace, President; Larry Alexander, VicePresidt.it; Mike Hirsch, Trip
Chairman; Terry Earhart.
Treasurer; Craig Hall, Social
Director; and Bobby Lohrey.
Secretary.4-/9
HEY SWEETIE. Tuesday
marks our one year anniversary. And you know what that
mean* more of? For only a
little while.
Love. TwoohBird

WANTED: 14.000 psrtiers
May 9. It's May Dsue! Be
there - by the water tower ftom
10am to 5pm. It's the best
party of the year. (Piease leave
your bottles and cans at home)
FEMALE Roommate needed
to share Beavercreek home. 5
min. from WSU and WPAFB
$140 and utilities. Call 4299928.4-2
LEAVING FOR Bozeman,
Montana. June 23. Need 1
rider to share gas expense.
Call 836-8883 after 4 p.m.
MIAMI COUNTY Association of Retarded Citizens is
seeking counselors for summer camp. Adult camp for
June 13-15 and children camp,
July 21-25. Interested person
should call Joe de la Parte at
258-0314.
NEED EXTRA: cash! Loca,
niteclub now hiring waitress and floor help; experience
necessary, mostly weekends;
• '1 Duane 252-2252 or Days
9289.4-2
GRAD STUDENT tc share
partment with same. Call
275-4269. Leave message.
BASS PLAYER Wanted to
complete our band. Light to
Med. Rock Eagles, Blackfoot.
Skynard etc. Piease contact
John at 433-6933 or Joe at
433-6747.4-24
WANTED. ScciaS butterflies to
emerge from your -.ocoons and
fraternize with younger pup*
and adult forms Friday April
11. 9-1 in UC Cafe. Withm
your new found niche flutter
your wings to the sou id of
"ILLUZ10N" and fill your
abuominal cavities with brewid incbriants. Tickets available at the Hollow Tree for
$1.00 presale.4-2

PREPS AND Pockets.
1 am going to miss those
taickets snd buckets!
You
guys brought out the sanity in
me. I wish you all the luck
next year(you'll need it).
Thanks for everything...
Love.
DTM'M
FOUND: calculator in Biological Sciences building 4-7-80
owner call Lori 299-3958.4-15
CONNIE G. and Terri W. -are you spitters or swallowers?
- S.w.

versity Center.
Paid ads will appear a»
many times as requested 'oy
the advertiser.
Payment
should accompany the order
for oon-student ads. No Claaafled ads will be accepted over
the phone.
WARNING! No "beverage"
bottles or cans will be pernrtted on the premises of May
Daze. May 9. They will be
confiscated.
WANTED: slow pitch softbail
players for Wednesday night
Xenia league. Leave your
name and telephone number
in mailbox R731.
NEFD a ride with nonsmokers
an,i from Columbus on
to
wccl lays, call 426-5804 t
Dayton or 299-0924 in Colum
bus and ask for Rick.

SUPPORTIVE GROUP for
men in Velk>w Springs. Ohio.
Call the Human Potential
Institute 275-4269. Leave message.

EARN while you learn. If
vour typing skills are at least
60 wpm; We need you. S/h or
dictaphone desired.
Many
assignments, flexible hours,
no fees. Call 224 0600 and ask
for Camilc.
CANOEING is an excellent
way for a group, organization
or just two people to get closer
together and have a good time.
For information about canoeing contact Jay through mailbox B-103.
MALE would like tt> share 2
bedroom apartment or house
in Lebanon area. Prefer rent
around $100.GO plus utilities.
Call in evenings at 878-1884 or
leave note in mailbox D109. *1 WOULD like to have help
in filling out my income tax
forms. I live in Hamilton Hall
room 338. my phone # is
879-7308. 1 will pay for gas if
you live off campus. 1 can be
home any time after 3:00pm
weekend!.
WANTED: roomers to share
large 4 bedroom home. Forest
Ridge suburb — 8 min. to
WSU. Call Joan. 233-4672.

ALICIA Concha, check your
mailbox, signed your poor
suffering maiIbox.4-21
CHUCK Sturgill check your
mailbox, signed your poor
suffering mailbox.4-21
Candid Camera at Wright
State., coming soonU.S.
DO YOU LIXE to play
soccer? Come to the soccer
field at 1:00pm on Saturdays
for lots of fun and exercise.
This is not a league -- just a
bunch of people who love to
play soccer!! For more information. contact Jamal. Al'yn
mailbox S-131.
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Mini-Cine Review

Robby Benson appears in Die Laughing
By DEAN LEONARD
Oc refcn Entertainment Writer

real-lite wife of Neil Simon.
(Beaver Vplley. Salem Mall)

All That Jazz

Coal Miner's
Daughter

All That Jazz: here is directorchoreographer Bob Fosse's magnum opus, an overtly autobiographical work about a driven
artist steering his way taward
self-destruction via "too much
smoking, too much drinking, too
much screwing around." It's an
exhilarating entertainment, an
explosion of pyrotechnical verve,
directorial nerve, and the joys of
singin' and dancin'. Winner of
four Oscars, All That Jazz is that
rarity — a truly original piece of
moviemaking. Revel in it. (Kettering, Dayton Mall)

•*»

Being There

Being There-. Hal Ashby's
excellent film treatment of Jerzy
Kosinski's satiric novella about a
retarded man, named Chance,
whose simple-minded utterances
are perceived as pearls of wisdom. Peter Sellers' protrait of
Chance is a superb display of
comic self-controi. With sterling
supporting work by Shirley MacLaine. Jack Warden, and Melvyn
Douglas (this year's winner in the
Best Supporting Actor category).
(Kettering, Dayton Mall)

The Black Stallion
The Bkck Stallion: Yes. it's
rated " G , " and yes, it's another
boy-and-his-horse story.
Wild
horses, indeed, couldn't drag
most people to see this sort of
thing. But The Black Stallion will
elate you. Much of the film's
imagery truly warrants the word
"breathtaking." Director Carroll
Ballard's first feature film is u
masterwork. So do yourself a
favor - forget about the " G "
rating, and tush off to this
sublime movie. (Dayton Mall,
Beaver Valley)

Chapter Two
Chapter Two: Movie version of
Neil Simon's semi-auto-biographical Broadway play. It's the
bittersweet story of a recently
widowed writer who remarries too
quickly. The woman he weds is
played by Matsha Masor., the

Coal Miner's Daughter. Sissy
Spacek (Carrie. Heart Beat) is
terrific in the tide rolt of this
good-natured, refreshing fiim
based on Country-Western superstar Loretta Lynn's autobiography. The movie follows the
conventions - but avoids the
cliches • of what you might cat!
the "Star is Born" genre. Lynn's
Butcher Holler, Ky. roots are
beautifully observed, and there's
a surprisingly good performance
by Tommy Lee Joaes as Loretta's
'nuwH tender husband. (Cinema
North. Fairborn, Southtown)

Die Laughing
Die Laughing: If you have a
yen for Robby Benson, you can
watch your doe-eyed cutie go
through the moronic paces of this
supcr-dud. He sings! He mugs!
(Oh brother, does he mugl) He
gets the girl! He even gets the
monkey! Gel me outta here!
(Cinema South, Page Manor,
Salem Mall)

Foxes
Foxes: the tale of four 16-yearold girls growing up in Southern
California. Unlike so many other
plight-of-pubescence flicks, this
one has the tang of truth. Its
narrative is unfocused and overwrought, but the filmmakers
seem to have a genuine understanding of the subject they're
exploring.
Excellent
performances by Jodie Foster. Sally
Kelltrman. (Beaver Valley, Cinema Centre)

Kramer vs. Kramer
Kramer vr. Kramer: Don't
miss this expertly crafted film
which encapsulates the domestic/
marital troubles of the '70s. The
film, directed by Robert Benton,
is one of the most moving and
well-modulated of not-so-recent
memory. It has copped five
Academy Awards, including Best

r

UCB and the Artist
Series present the
foreign comedy hit!
the tall b k m d
man with
o n e b l a c k shoe
May2-7 and 9 pm
May 4-8pm
$1 per oerspn

A scene from All That Jazz.
Picture, Best Actor (Dustin Hoffman) and Best Supporting Actress (Meryl Streep) (Beaver
Valley. Salem Mall, Dayton Mall)

Little Darlings
Little Darlings: If you must see
this sitcom concoction about two
15-year-old girls racing to lose
their virginity at syrrjnev camp,
then concentrate on Kcisty McNichol's performance. The girl
can act, Tatum O'Neal is fine t s
Kristy's rival, but it's McNichol's
show all the way. Too bad the
show itself is such a dumb one.
(Beaver Valley. Loews 4.mes)

Simon
Simon: Sporadically funny comedy by Woody Allen's writing
partner. Marshall Brickman.
There's a fine, witty premise here
(a group
mad scientists brainwash a professor into thinking
he's an extraterrestiai) but noth-

ing much is made of it. Certain
isolated sequences — including
an Ingenious bit of pantomime by
star Alan Atiin — work wonderfully. but the film as a whole is
rather flat. (Cinema North. Washington Square)

Where the Buffalo
Roam
Where the Buffalo Roam A
dumb, desultory detailing of
"Gonio" journalist Hunter S.
Thompson's wild misadventures.
Bill Murray is very gjod as
Thompson, but his efforts are
strictly in vain. (Southtown. Page
Manor. Salem Mall)

Opening today
Opening today: Little Miss
Marker.
N{/msky.
Foolin'
Around, Folks

Parking
philosophy
lacks basis
\c.mtinufd from page 51
believe the adminstration responds positively to policy recommendations from the FSC, a
••landing committee of Academic
Council.
Those who continue to argue
for free parking in the K lot must
do so with the knowledge that
decal purchasers directly subsidized those facilities by $112,760
during this fiscal year alone. I
believe the users of K Lot tome
day should pay for the good they
receive.
.
Perhaps at She root of our
disagreements about parking policy is the lack of a philosophical
basis
for
rationing parking
spaces: some spaces are assigned
to purchasers according to market
principles while other spaces are
assigned on need.
I believe the crux of the B v. F
dispute lies he.e. I am confident
that an institution recently abw !o
conceptualize general education
soon can articulate a parking
metaphysic.
Robert A. Francis
ExMitix e Director,
Campus Planning <£ Operations

CANOES FOR THE PRICE OF 1
Valid any weekday
.
except holidays
277 8928

CLICK

CAMZRA SMO*S

•1.50 sff Wwbnd Rents!
during April at all four locations
Whitewater and Little Miami River.
South Fork and Mad
Phone 882-6925 for reservations
........... .. 1'ip & ^ave
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Women's tennis falls to UC under cloudy skies
By CHUCK ARBAUGH
Guard Inn Sportt Writer
Wright State's women's tennis
team fell to the University of
Cincinnati in a rain-shortened
match Tuesday played at Wright
State.

for Griffith's Raiders, there is still
a need for some major improvement in one area.

bu! we're still not in the same
class as the Division 1 teams
we've played this season." said
caach Shirley Griffith.

The rainy conditions cancelled
out the doubles action, and the
Raiders dropped all of their
singles matches to Division I
power Cincinnati.

Wright State once again was
forced to play without the services
of talented number one single
player
Jody
Flonimersfeld.
Fiommersfeld is suffering from
an injured thumb, and her status
for Saturday's tri-raatch with
Ohio University and TUedo is
uncertain at this writing.

"THE GIRLS HAVE been
improving throughout the season,

As the OAISW Division II
tournament gets closer and closer

"IN LOOKING towards the
tournament, the main thing we
have to work on is improving our
doubles play. We really haven't
pi act iced doubles enough because of ail the outside circumstances. If we can get Jody back
into the lineup and have a couple
of good days next «"wk to
practice, we'll be in better
shape," Griffith said.
The WSU women's tennis team
is now 4-6 on the season. The

V j _ , 879-500?

WbM

next scheduled match for the
Raiders will take place on Saturday. Wright State will compete in
an away match with Toledo and
Ohio University.
"We'll play our beat, but
competing against Division I

Sports

COMING SOON TO FAIRBORN

Bob Ueb's SUNKEN LOUNGE
138 N. BROAD ST.
OPEN
11:00 AM-2:30 AM

ERIC CLAPTON

mm mm

HOMEMADE SOUPS
SUPER NEW YORK STYLE SANDWICHES

5 POINTS PLAZA DAYTON-YELLOW SPRINGS RD.
to i&ot: fjf^l

MON.-SAT.
Closed Sunday

TRY OUR OWN CHICKEN 3 WAYS

I RECORD SET RECORDED LIVE IN CONCERT
AT B0D0KAN THEATRE IN TOKYO
llrt *15.98 this wttk <8.99 ilkum/ftpi

Oldies-But-Goodies
Nitely at 9:00
With DJ Duane Wheeler
Hope to see you in mid-May!

Frosted Mugs
Fro/en Dacquiris
Ice Cream Drink
Fri. May 2 4 9

Whals the one thing you
might forget
when you move?
Yourrightto vote.

TUT PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE I I ) !

Etecatiaul Ctnttr
can N j i i . n M f i a • m m i

(614)-486-9646
1890 Northwest
Blvd.
Columbus, OH
43212
Classes available
In Dayton.
e«rttr» In Mora Tti»n 10 M.»r
US Clttaa, Pirt'to Pieo Toronto,
Canada i luj.rto. SwUnnand

Outtiaa NT Stall
cAumi m i M m i w

schools is tough. This is an
inexperienced, young team we
have this year. The girls are
improving in many respects,
though, because they're doing
things now that they weren't
doing at the beginning of the
season." said Griffith.

In the confusion of
moving to a new
home, it might be
easy to forget to
change your voting
address with the
county board of
elections. Ohio law
requires this notification so you can remain eligible to vote.
Just call your board
of elections, and
they'll send you a
short form tofillout
and send back.

Wright State
golfers tie
for lead
By CHUCK ARBAUGH
Guardian Sports Writer
Wright State's golf team tied
Akron for the Division Il-Division
III championship at the Falcon
Invitational April 25-26 at Bowling Green.
The Raiders finished ninth
overall in the 16-team field.
Defending Division I champ Ohio
State won the tournament, whil
Wright State and Akron tied for
ihe College Division championship with 772 totals.
" W E WANTED to beat Akron,
but tying them doesn't really hurt
us," said golf coach Steve Kelly.
"We beat Akron earlier in the
season, so the tic isn't guiug to
effect us too much."
WSU goiters .lim Neff and
Mike Glendenning tied for College Division medalist honors
with 148 totals. Neff won the
trophy in the playoff.
"Neff and Glendenning have
been playing well all season,"
said Kelly. "Our other players
just need to work on their
consistency.
"FOUR O r OUR gt'ys are
first-year players, though, so it'll
come as they get experience
under their belts."
Freshman Rollie McSherry,
plagued by illnes, trailed the
leaders with 79 and 74 rounds.
However, the Raider's fourth
through sixth men failed to break
80 on either day.
Rod Tiffee was close, shooting
an 80 and an 81. Newcomer Terry
Roberts also nearly made it into
the promised land, falling short
with 80 and f*2 rounds.

Make the move together.
For further information, contact:

Anthony J. Celebrezze, Jr.
Secretary of State
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